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Animals can accrue direct fitness benefits by accurately classifying predatory threat according to the species of predator and the magnitude of risk associated with an encounter. Human predators present a particularly interesting cognitive challenge, as it is typically the case that different human subgroups pose radically different levels of danger to animals living around them. Although a number of prey species have proved able to discriminate between certain human categories on the basis of visual and olfactory cues, vocalizations potentially provide a much richer source of information. We now use controlled playback experiments to investigate whether family groups of free-ranging African elephants (Loxodonta africana) in Amboseli National Park, Kenya can use acoustic characteristics of speech to make functionally relevant distinctions between human subcategories differing not only in ethnicity but also in sex and age. Our results demonstrate that elephants can reliably discriminate between two different ethnic groups that differ in the level of threat they represent, significantly increasing their probability of defensive bunching and investigative smellying following playbacks of Maasai voices. Moreover, these responses were specific to the sex and age of Maasai presented, with the voices of Maasai women and boys, subcategories that would generally pose little threat, significantly less likely to produce these behavioral responses. Considering the long history and often pervasive predatory threat associated with humans across the globe, it is likely that abilities to precisely identify dangerous subcategories of humans on the basis of subtle voice characteristics could have been selected for in other cognitively advanced animal species.

The ability to recognize predators and assess the level of threat that they pose is a crucial cognitive skill for many wild animals that has very direct and obvious fitness consequences (1–5). Until recently, most research in this area focused on how a range of birds and mammals classify other animal predators, demonstrating complex abilities to differentiate between predators with different hunting styles and respond with appropriate escape tactics (2, 3, 6–8). However, for many wild populations, humans represent a significant predatory threat (5, 9, 10) and this threat is rapidly increasing as areas for wildlife decrease and human–animal conflict grows. Moreover, as it is typically the case that not all humans pose the same risk to prey species, distinguishing between different human subgroups to identify those associated with genuinely threatening situations could present a major cognitive challenge. The extent of behavioral flexibility that different species may exhibit in correctly classifying human predators—and the degree of sophistication possible in such abilities—is of considerable interest. Most research on the abilities of animals to classify human predators has focused on discrimination through facial features or general differences in behavior and appearance (5, 11–13). This focus has demonstrated that a number of different species are able to use visual cues to distinguish between individual humans that present varying levels of threat (4, 5, 14–16). However, acoustic cues could potentially provide a more effective means of classifying human predators by virtue of enabling categories of particularly dangerous humans to be identified. Such cues have an advantage because they code information on sex and age as well as cultural divisions that may be associated with differing levels of predation risk. Furthermore, these cues are available when the predator is still out of sight, potentially providing an important early warning system. Until now, however, studies of animal responses to human voices have focused on demonstrating skills in recognizing individual humans (17–21) rather than investigating specific abilities to identify particular human subgroups that have functional relevance in the natural environment.

African elephants present an ideal model for a study of this nature, as humans constitute their most significant predator other than lions (1) and different human subgroups present them with different threats. African elephants are already known to make broad distinctions between human ethnic groups on the basis of visual and olfactory cues (15). In the Amboseli ecosystem in Kenya, Maasai pastoralists periodically come into conflict with elephants over access to water and grazing for their cattle, and this sometimes results in elephants being speared, particularly in retaliation when Maasai lives have been lost (15, 22). In contrast, Kamba men, with more agricultural lifestyles, do not typically pose a significant threat to elephants within the National Park, and where conflict occurs outside over crop raiding, this largely involves male rather than female elephants (see, for example, ref. 23). Previous research has demonstrated that elephant family groups exhibit greater fear-based reactions to the scent of garments previously worn by Maasai men than Kamba men and also show aggression to presentations of the scent of Kamba men’s garments.

### Significance

Recognizing predators and judging the level of threat that they pose is a crucial skill for many wild animals. Human predators present a particularly interesting challenge, as different groups of humans can represent dramatically different levels of danger to animals living around them. We used playbacks of human voice stimuli to show that elephants can make subtle distinctions between language and voice characteristics to correctly identify the most threatening individuals on the basis of their ethnicity, gender, and age. Our study provides the first detailed assessment of human voice discrimination in a wild population of large-brained, long-lived mammals, and highlights the potential benefits of sophisticated mechanisms for distinguishing different subcategories within a single predator species.
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Results
Behavioral responses to playback were classified on the basis of key reactions to threat identified in our previous research (1, 24), including whether listening after playback was prolonged, occurrence of investigative smelling, occurrence and extent of bunching into defensive formation, and occurrence of retreat away from playback (Materials and Methods). Elephant family groups demonstrated pronounced differences in defensive bunching and investigative smelling when presented with playbacks of male Maasai speakers compared with male Kamba speakers, with these behaviors significantly more likely to be observed after Maasai playbacks (Fig. L4, Table 1, and Table S1) and greater mean bunching intensities occurring in such circumstances (Fig. 1B, Table 1, and Table S1). There were no significant differences in the probability of prolonged listening and retreat after playback. It was very notable that approach behavior, which had been a common response of elephants when they were mobbing playbacks of lions roaring in our previous work (1), was very rarely observed in response to playbacks of human voices (occurring only once during our 32 Maasai male playbacks).

We then compared the behavioral responses of elephant family groups to adult male versus adult female Maasai voices using our natural voice stimuli (Materials and Methods). Here elephants exhibited a significantly greater probability of retreat and investigative smelling when responding to male compared with female voices, as well as a higher mean bunching intensity for defensive bunching (Fig. 1 C and D, Table 1, and Table S1). In this case, there was no statistical difference in the probability of bunching occurring. Interestingly, and in contrast to our original predictions, after resynthesizing the Maasai voice stimuli so that males had the acoustic characteristics of females and vice versa (Materials and Methods), the reactions of the family groups to playbacks of the stimuli remained marked and in the same direction as previously. Thus, male resynthesized voices still led to significantly stronger bunching, listening, and retreat responses than female resynthesized voices, despite having the fundamental frequency and formant values of the opposite sex (Fig. 1 E and F, Table 1, and Table S1).

Because the responses to resynthesized stimuli remained true to the sex of the original speaker, we conducted a final experiment to test whether the resynthesis of male to female voices, which generated such strong defensive reactions above, could have been perceived as young Maasai boys that elephants may have feared because of their role as livestock herders. However, in these playbacks the elephants responded more strongly to adult male compared with Maasai boy voices, with a higher probability of bunching, retreat, and greater overall bunching intensity to Maasai men (Fig. 1 G and H, Table 1, and Table S1).

Age of matriarch was a significant variable in some of the models above (Table 1 and Table S1), with families that had older matriarchs being less responsive on our measure of intensity of defensive bunching when faced with the natural vocal stimuli (Table 1). It was also notable that there was an interaction bordering on significance between age of matriarch and response to Maasai men versus boys, such that families with older matriarchs were less likely to retreat to Maasai boys (Fig. 2).

Discussion
Our results demonstrate that elephants appear able to make subtle distinctions between voices that are relevant to the level of threat associated with different human subgroups. In our experiments the voices of Maasai men were clearly discriminated from Kamba men, with the former eliciting higher levels of defensive bunching and investigative smelling, responses that would be highly adaptive if Maasai men were actually present. Moreover, male Maasai voices are distinguished from those of Maasai women, with female Maasai voices less likely to generate retreats or investigative smelling and being associated with lower bunching intensities. These findings provide unique evidence that a cognitively advanced social mammal can use language and sex cues in human voices as a basis for assessing predatory threat. Given that humans are undoubtedly the most dangerous and adaptable predator that elephants typically face, such skills are highly adaptive and could prove crucial for survival.

It is important to note that the behavioral reactions that we obtained to human stimuli were markedly different from those generated by playbacks of lion roars in our earlier work (1). Elephants very rarely attempted to approach when faced with human stimuli; instead, reactions involving defensive bunching, and would instead put the family group in grave danger. In contrast, adopting defensive reactions, particularly when voices are heard at a distance, may result in the threat being avoided altogether. In addition, it was notable that responses to playback of human stimuli were apparently associated with a greater degree of stealth in that audible vocalizations only occurred in 10% of cases, in comparison with 67% after lion playbacks. It is also of interest that the percentage of retreat responses given to male Maasai voices in our experiments, although high (57%), was lower than the 100% obtained when Bates et al. (15) simulated the presence of Maasai men using scent cues. Again, this finding could suggest tailoring of the response to the nature of the threat involved; talking men may be less likely to hunt than silent men, and further monitoring rather than immediate retreat may be appropriate here.

Human language is rich in acoustic cues that could provide highly relevant and detailed information about human speakers that may be correlated with their potential to act as predators. The ability to distinguish between Maasai and Kamba male speakers delivering the same phrase in their own language suggests that elephants can discriminate between different languages. Although it remains possible that some associated acoustic characteristic of the voice itself—based on morphological differences between speakers from
different ethnic groups—may be playing a role, this seems less likely than the more obvious distinction based on language (and dialect). This apparently quite sophisticated skill would have to be learned during development (see also below), although younger individuals could also follow the lead of the matriarch and other older females, taking their cue from more experienced group members.

It is clear from the playbacks of male versus female Maasai speakers that elephants are also able to identify sex cues in natural human voices, and are less likely to interrupt their normal behavior when they hear female Maasai voices. Antipredator responses may involve significant costs in the long term if feeding and other activities are curtailed in situations where nondangerous individuals within a potentially threatening subgroup are encountered (see also ref. 5), so the ability to ameliorate responses to such individuals could have considerable fitness benefits (see also ref. 24). Sex categorization provides an obvious way to distinguish threatening from nonthreatening Maasai voices and elephants are clearly adept at making this distinction.

Interestingly, however, when we altered fundamental frequency and formants in resynthesized voice stimuli to mimic the opposite sex, acoustic features known to be central in human judgements of voice gender, our playbacks revealed that elephants did not appear to be making the sex distinction on the basis of these particular cues. It is important to note that the resynthesis process was not in itself causing the elevated response to the male exemplars that we resynthesized, as we also conducted the matched contrast of resynthesizing female voices to male, and in this case there was clearly no elevation in response. The differences between the genders in human voice production are more extensive than those we manipulated, and such residual acoustic indicators can result in resynthesized voices being perceived as the sex of the original speaker in human sex discriminations (25). In particular, even though fundamental frequency and formants were changed to advertise the opposite sex in our experiments, socio-phonetic cues (differences in the way males and females deliver an utterance) would have remained, women naturally having wider prosodic

---

**Fig. 1.** Behavioral responses of elephant family groups to playbacks of human voices: Maasai male vs. Kamba male (A and B), Maasai male vs. Maasai female (C and D), resynthesized Maasai male vs. resynthesized Maasai female (E and F), and Maasai male vs. Maasai boy (G and H). Behavioral responses were measured as probability of bunching (A, C, E, and G) and mean (± SEM) bunching intensity (B, D, F, and H).
variability and more “breathy” voices, for example (25, 26). Additional experiments would be required to explore the acoustic characteristics involved, but on the basis of our results it seems that elephants do not appear to base their sex distinction solely on the cues most commonly used by humans to distinguish between the voices of the sexes.

We were able to eliminate one alternative possibility, that male voices resynthesized to female fundamental frequency and formant values were perceived as Maasai boys. In Maasai society young boys typically play the role of livestock guardians and herders (22), and elephants would be likely to encounter them commonly. However, when we contrasted playbacks of the natural voices of Maasai boys with those of Maasai men, it was apparent that Maasai men still generated dramatically stronger responses. It was also interesting that families with older matriarchs appeared more effective in correctly attributing threat in this situation: they were more likely to retreat to the voices of Maasai men than Maasai boys relative to families with younger matriarchs. Overall, however, interactions between matriarch age and ability to correctly discern the most threatening stimuli were generally absent. Instead, in contrast to our previous findings on responses to lion playbacks (1), even families with younger matriarchs appeared able to make most of the relevant distinctions. What did differ was the overall responsiveness to human voice stimuli, and here younger matriarchs proved more reactive overall (particularly on the basis of bunching intensity).

The behavioral plasticity of large-brained mammal species may enable them to respond to novel ecological and social challenges with greater flexibility than smaller-brained species (1, 27). For elephants to successfully coexist with humans, they must use areas where the likelihood of interaction with potential human predators is minimized (15, 28). Indeed, elephants are known to move significantly faster along unprotected “corridors” that link separate parts of their range within protected areas, such as national parks (29), and there are recent reports that they avoid crop raiding during the full moon, a time period associated with greater visibility and elevated human activity (30).

Our results illustrate the type of cognitive skill that might underlie such flexibility, here built on sophisticated abilities to discern fine-scaled differences in human voice characteristics. In the Amboseli ecosystem, this has provided them with the means to detect and avoid potentially dangerous Maasai pastoralists that use the same savanna habitats for grazing their cattle.

Complex and context-specific discriminatory abilities of the sort demonstrated here are likely to be strongly influenced by social learning (see also refs. 1 and 7). Such highly specialized cognitive skills are often unique to a particular population and have been shown across a range of social and cognitively advanced species, including a population of wild bottlenose dolphins in Brazil that use unique cultural knowledge and experience of human activities.

### Table 1. The relationship between each of the response variables and the model-averaged parameters (β-estimate ± 95% confidence interval)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response variables</th>
<th>Human voice</th>
<th>Age of matriarch</th>
<th>Human voice × age of matriarch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maasai vs. Kamba</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunch</td>
<td>1.09 (0.00/2.18)</td>
<td>−0.05 (−0.12/0.02)</td>
<td>0.00 (−0.14/0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunch intensity</td>
<td>0.66 (0.14/1.17)</td>
<td>−0.04 (−0.07/0.01)</td>
<td>0.01 (−0.06/0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listening</td>
<td>0.93 (−0.22/2.08)</td>
<td>−0.05 (−0.13/0.03)</td>
<td>−0.04 (−0.18/0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smelling</td>
<td>1.88 (0.78/2.98)</td>
<td>0.05 (−0.02/0.12)</td>
<td>0.01 (−0.12/0.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retreat</td>
<td>0.78 (−0.29/1.85)</td>
<td>−0.02 (−0.10/0.05)</td>
<td>0.03 (−0.09/0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Male vs. female</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunch</td>
<td>0.67 (−0.54/1.87)</td>
<td>−0.07 (−0.15/0.01)</td>
<td>0.04 (−0.11/0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunch intensity</td>
<td>0.69 (0.11/1.26)</td>
<td>−0.04 (−0.08/0.01)</td>
<td>0.01 (−0.06/0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listening</td>
<td>1.14 (−0.08/2.36)</td>
<td>−0.04 (−0.13/0.04)</td>
<td>−0.09 (−0.25/0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smelling</td>
<td>1.47 (0.29/2.65)</td>
<td>0.06 (−0.01/0.14)</td>
<td>0.00 (−0.15/0.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retreat</td>
<td>1.67 (0.38/2.96)</td>
<td>0.00 (−0.09/0.09)</td>
<td>−0.05 (−0.21/0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resynthesized</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunch</td>
<td>2.02 (0.40/3.64)</td>
<td>0.01 (−0.10/0.12)</td>
<td>−0.13 (−0.38/013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunch intensity</td>
<td>1.25 (0.47/2.04)</td>
<td>0.00 (−0.04/0.04)</td>
<td>−0.03 (−0.16/0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listening</td>
<td>3.05 (0.77/5.33)</td>
<td>0.00 (−0.11/0.11)</td>
<td>0.04 (−0.34/0.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smelling</td>
<td>19.71 (−26.9/66.31)</td>
<td>0.03 (−3.15/2.22)</td>
<td>0.65 (−7.86/9.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retreat</td>
<td>22.32 (−45.8/90.5)</td>
<td>−0.01 (−4.95/4.94)</td>
<td>−0.20 (−28.7/28.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maasai man vs. boy</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunch</td>
<td>1.25 (0.02/2.47)</td>
<td>−0.05 (−0.12/0.03)</td>
<td>−0.01 (−0.17/0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunch intensity</td>
<td>1.09 (0.39/1.79)</td>
<td>−0.04 (−0.08/0.01)</td>
<td>0.01 (−0.08/0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listening</td>
<td>0.26 (−0.01/1.44)</td>
<td>−0.05 (−0.12/0.03)</td>
<td>−0.04 (−0.19/0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smelling</td>
<td>21.64 (−26.5/6.984)</td>
<td>0.07 (−2.5/2.64)</td>
<td>0.18 (−5.2/5.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retreat</td>
<td>1.47 (0.17/2.78)</td>
<td>−0.06 (−0.13/0.02)</td>
<td>0.20 (−0.03/0.44)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bold text denotes β-estimates with 95% confidence interval that do not overlap zero.

![Fig. 2.](image-url) The probability of retreat by elephant family groups with different aged matriarchs that received voice playbacks from Maasai men and Maasai boys.
to engage in cooperative hunting with artisanal fisherman (31). The advantages associated with such marked behavioral adaptability are considerable and provide us with important insights into the evolutionary processes that may have selected for larger brain size (27). Nevertheless, it is important to note that cognitively advanced species such as elephants, cetaceans, and primates are susceptible to severe demographic impacts when faced with extreme and rapid environmental change, specifically because of their long generation time and comparatively slow population growth (32).

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that elephant family groups have the propensity to discern fine-scaled differences in human voices associated not only with ethnic group but also sex and age. This detailed knowledge enables them to specifically identify the most dangerous human subgroups, and tailor their behavioral responses accordingly. Antipredator behavior can be energetically costly as a function of reduced foraging, increased locomotion, and elevated physiological stress that could ultimately impact the fitness of individuals within the family group, especially if elicited frequently in situations of comparatively low risk. Having the ability to discriminate real from apparent threat is therefore highly adaptive, particularly in the case of human predators that differ in relatively subtle cues, and where the associated danger is likely to show pronounced spatial and temporal variation across the landscape. Our study provides a unique detailed assessment of human voice discrimination in a wild population of long-lived, large-brained mammals, providing important insights into the potential benefits of sophisticated mechanisms for distinguishing different subcategories within a single predator species. The findings should prompt similar studies in other animal populations that have a long history of coexistence with humans.

Materials and Methods

Study Site. All playback experiments were conducted on a free-ranging population of elephants in Amboseli National Park, Kenya between March 2010 and December 2011. The elephant population in Amboseli numbered ~1,500 elephants, including 58 family groups. The Amboseli Elephant Research Project (AERP, www.elephanttrust.org) has long-term demographic and behavioral data on the entire population, including detailed ages for all elephants born after 1971, whereas ages for older individuals were estimated using criteria that are accepted as a standard in studies of African elephants (24). All elephants in the population are habituated to the presence of AERP research vehicles. This work complies with the Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour/Animal Behaviour Society guidelines for the use of animals in research, and received approval from the Ethical Review Committee at the University of Sussex.

Vocal Recordings. The 35 human voice exemplars used in this study were recorded from volunteers in Amboseli National Park (10 adult male and 10 adult female Maasai speakers, 10 adult male Kamba speakers and 5 Maasai boy speakers), using a Sennheiser MKH 110 microphone linked to a Tascam HD-P2 digital audio recorder. Each of the volunteers was asked to say “Look, look over there, a group of elephants is coming” in a clear and relaxed manner using their first language (either Maasai or Kamba). The mean length of the utterance was 4.1 s for adult male Maasai, 4.0 s for adult male Kamba, 5.2 s for adult female Maasai and 5.1 s for Maasai boys. The age range of the subjects was 10–57 y of age. A sample of these playback stimuli are available in the following audio files: Maasai male (Audio File S1), Kamba male (Audio File S2), Maasai female (Audio File S3), and Maasai boy (Audio File S4).

Resynthesis Protocol. For the resynthesis playback experiments, five Maasai male and five Maasai female recordings were selected at random. The “change sex” function in PRAAT 5.2.21 was used to generate the appropriate new pitch median and formant frequencies. The values for these calculations were derived from previous studies, which have shown that the morphological development of the vocal folds under the influence of testosterone leads to them producing a fundamental frequency (F0) that is approximately one octave lower (100–120 Hz) (33) than for adult females (200–220 Hz) (33), whereas the lengthening of the male vocal tract associated with the descent of the larynx at puberty and subsequent growth results in formant frequencies in males versus females having a ratio of ~0.8:1 (34, 35). To confirm this relationship for Maasai and Kamba speakers, we extracted the F0 and frequencies for the first two formants for each of our exemplars in PRAAT 5.2.21 (male mean F0 = 130 Hz, female mean F0 = 220 Hz and male F0 to female F0 ratio of 1:1.6). The spectrograms of the resynthesized calls were viewed in PRAAT 5.2.21 to ensure that the pitch and formant frequencies had been adjusted correctly. Sample resynthesized stimuli are available as the following audio files: male resynthesized to female (Audio File S5) and female resynthesized to male (Audio File S6).

Playback Procedure. A total of 142 playbacks were conducted on 47 elephant family groups (1–7 playbacks per group) in daylight hours (between 7:00 AM and 6:00 PM). Elephant family groups consist of related adult females and their dependent offspring, led by the oldest female or matriarch, and in our playbacks mean family size was 11c (± 5.5 SD) with a mean matriarch age of 38 y (± 8.2 SD). The voices were broadcast through a Mipro MA707 portable loudspeaker connected to a Tascam HD-P2 digital audio recorder, which could be readily deployed in the field and easily camouflaged. The peak sound pressure level at 1 m from the loudspeaker was standardized at 95 dba for each of the exemplars, comparable to that of moderately loud conservation. Sound pressure levels were measured with a CEL-4143 sound level meter. The remotely powered loudspeaker, placed behind a camouflaged screen (woven palm leaves), was located 50 m from the family group of elephants for playback. A 2-min delay to playback was incorporated in the sound file for each of the exemplars to enable the observer to position the research vehicle away from the loudspeaker after the final broadcast. Times for each playback were annotated, detailing the occurrence and length of five key behavioral responses: bunching, bunching intensity, prolonged listening, investigative smelling, and retreat.

Bunching. Bunching is a defensive response to perceived threat by adult females and their young, which resulted in the diameter of the family group decreasing after the broadcast of a playback experiment (calculated in terms of the body lengths of the exemplars to enable the observers to position the research vehicle away from the loudspeaker after the final broadcast). Bunch intensity is the rate at which a defensive bunch of adult females and their young occurred. This measure classifies the overall level of threat response, scoring bunching intensity on a four-point scale as follows: 0, no bunching occurred; 1, subtle reduction in diameter of the group, elephants remained relaxed and continue with preplayback behaviors (>3 min for bunch formation); 2, group formed a coordinated bunch, preplayback behaviors, such as feeding interrupted (>3 min for bunch formation); 3, fast and sudden reduction in diameter of the group, elephants very alert (<1 min for bunch formation).

Prolonged listening. Prolonged listening is when adult females continued to exhibit evidence of listening response for more than 3 min after playback, where ears are held in a stiff extended position, often with the head slightly raised.

Investigative smelling. Investigative smelling is when adult females engaged in either up trunk or down trunk smelling to gather olfactory information on the caller’s identity.

Retreat. Retreat is when adult females and their young move away from the source of the playback, making a distinct change in direction, often as a coordinated bunch.

An independent observer who did not have access to the live video commentary and was blind to the playback sequence second-coded 15% (23) of the video records; an overall agreement of 95% was achieved on the binary response variables (defensive bunching 100%, prolonged listening 95%, investigative smelling 90%, and retreat 95%) and the Spearman’s P correlation on the scores for matriarch bunching intensity was 0.98 (P < 0.0001). A video clip illustrating a strong bunching and retreat response following playback of a Maasai male voice is available in Movie S1 (“Response to Maasai male playbacks”).

Statistical Analyses. The playback reactions were analyzed using generalized linear mixed models in the R statistical package (v. 2.15.1; R Core Development Team 2012). Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) adjusted for small sample size (AICc) was used for model selection (36). The appropriate error distribution was fitted according to the nature of the response variable (binomial error structure for binary data (e.g., bunch or no bunch) and Poisson for continuous data (e.g., intensity of bunching response)). The identity of the elephant group was entered as a random factor in all models, allowing us to account for repeat playbacks to the same family. We also tested the fit of the global model from each analysis (with elephant group as the predictor variable) to determine whether the model was appropriate for the data. If the model was found to be inadequate, the model was refit without the random effect of group. Finally, the model with the lowest AICc was selected as the final model.
a random effect) against a global model with both elephant group and stimulus exemplar number as random effects, to determine whether repeated use of individual playback stimuli accounted for any observed variance in the data. The AICc scores demonstrated that there was no support for including stimulus exemplar number as a random effect. Five distinct response behaviors (see above for definitions) were the dependent variables for including stimulus exemplar number as a random effect. Five distinct candidate models. To extract parameter estimates and their 95% confidence intervals, model averaging was performed on all top models that accounted for a combined ≥0.95 of the AICc weight. The effect size for each parameter was assessed on using the β-estimates and the 95% confidence intervals. If the confidence intervals overlapped zero, this demonstrated that there was no effect of the parameter in question.
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